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1.5-2.5T 1.5T 1.5T

Warehouse Equipment 
Reach truck   Double deep reach truck VNA

High Performance

Safety
Turning automatic deceleration function to prevent the forklift 
from turning over when turning, making the operation safer.
Automatic parking function.
German imported steel for mast with high strength and high 
wear resistance.

Easy Maintenance

LED lights, energy saving , long life.

Maintenance Free AC Motor: Make forklift release 
less heat and ensures higher e�ciency.
Simple structure and maintenance free components 
decrease maintenance cost. The removable maintenance 
cover helps to access to the controller easier 
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ZENVAN Forklift is one of earliest factories to produce Reach 
truck, Double deep reach truck and VNA in China. 
Adopting international advanced technology and ergo-
nomic design concepts, it has the characteristics of com-
fortable operation, safe driving, high efficiency and conve-
nient maintenance.

1.Regeneration Function: The battery will withdraw electricity 
automatically when decelerating or parking.
2.Reliable AC Technology: Either Italian ZAPI controller or American 
Curtis controller provides the infinite variable drive and lift control. 
The brushless AC motors offer improved efficiency and reduce 
maintenance cost.
3.CAN bus communications network provides superior dependability.
Full AC system deliveries quiet ride and zero emission, reduces 
maintenance costs and enhances productivity.
AC EPS(electronic steering system), light steering, shows the driving 
wheel position in real-time. Automatic centering function when starts.

The Double Deep Reach Truck is UN’s another breakthrough innovation to 
your warehouse.The maximal Fork Carriage Reach Distance can reach 
920mm,which provide the best solution to your double-rack system.With 
support the advanced technology and high quality components,UN’s 
double deep reach truck provides the best operation experience and 
highest working e�ciency.

Small load front wheels can be 
directly inserted into the bottom of 
the shelf for stacking operations, 
which improves the utilization rate 
of the warehouse space.

The rear door is easy to open, which 
is convenient for the inspection, 
debugging and maintenance of the 
whole vehicle.

Large-arc overhead guard, wide 
view during stacking operation.

Standard seat OPS system ,safer 
operation and maintenance.

The maximal Fork Carriage Reach 
Distance can reach 920mm,which 

The service brake is the regenerative 
brake of the motor, which can 
recover more electric energy and 
prolong the endurance of the vehicle.
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Man up VNA 1.5T/Man down VNA 1.3T

Aisle Automatic Guiding Function

03 04

German Hawe proportional valve with proportional 
control. Good micromotion performance.Easy to position 
the forks.

Emergency power-off function for main 
circuit and control circuit.

Two sets of brake systems: the front wheel 
electromagnetic brake and the motor brake 
disc brake, ensure the brake is smooth and 
stable.

When the car enters the roadway, the track 
magnetic induction system on both sides of 
the roadway starts to work, the car turns 
back to the center automatically, the car 
will always keep straight, and will not cause 
the problem of scratching the shelves or 
colliding with the goods due to the flexible 

Layer number positioning

select the number of layers after setting, 
flip the lift switch, and the lifting height will 
automatically decelerate and stop accord-
ing to the set number of layers. If you need 
to lift again, must reset the lift switch, and 
then can lift again. Be able to set the 
highest to six layers.

The highest lifting limit (need to be set)

the forklift is limited by the set height (the 
height is showed on the man-machine 
interface).

Setting Storing Depth

Side shift distance is visible on the 
man-machine interface. Deceleration can 
be automatically decelerated and stopped 
according to the set value.

All hydraulic actions have end deceleration 
function.
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